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Abstract: This paper reviews the diverse applications of drone technologies in the built environment
and their role in climate change research. Drones, or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), have emerged
as valuable tools for environmental scientists, offering new possibilities for data collection, monitoring,
and analysis in the urban environment. The paper begins by providing an overview of the different
types of drones used in the built environment, including quadcopters, fixed-wing drones, and hybrid
models. It explores their capabilities and features, such as high-resolution cameras, LiDAR sensors,
and thermal imaging, which enable detailed data acquisition for studying climate change impacts in
urban areas. The paper then examines the specific applications of drones in the built environment
and their contribution to climate change research. These applications include mapping urban heat
islands, assessing the energy efficiency of buildings, monitoring air quality, and identifying sources
of greenhouse gas emissions. UAVs enable researchers to collect spatially and temporally rich
data, allowing for a detailed analysis and identifying trends and patterns. Furthermore, the paper
discusses integrating UAVs with artificial intelligence (AI) to derive insights and develop predictive
models for climate change mitigation and adaptation in urban environments. Finally, the paper
addresses drone technologies’ challenges and the future directions in the built environment. These
challenges encompass regulatory frameworks, privacy concerns, data management, and the need for
an interdisciplinary collaboration. By harnessing the potential of drones, environmental scientists can
enhance their understanding of climate change impacts in urban areas and contribute to developing
sustainable strategies for resilient cities.

Keywords: UAVs; AI; climate change research

1. Introduction

The proliferation of drone technologies has revealed new frontiers for climate change
research and analysis in urban environments. Drones, also known as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), provide scientists with unprecedented abilities to collect detailed spatial
and temporal data about the built environment, enabling for more robust studies on
the impacts of climate change on cities [1]. Whereas satellite imagery was previously
allowed for large-scale data accessibility, drones at present facilitate close-range data
capture, monitoring, and mapping at new scales and from multiple angles [2]. With high-
resolution cameras, LiDAR sensors, and other payload instruments, UAVs can generate
precise 3D models, temperature measurements, and air pollution readings that uncover
the granular patterns and trends associated with global warming [3]. As urban centers
grapple with intensifying climate change effects, from urban heat islands to infrastructure
vulnerabilities, drones have become integral to the efforts aimed at adaptation, mitigation,
and developing resilience.

UAVs play an instrumental role in climate change research in the built environment,
ranging from mapping urban heat islands, assessing building energy efficiencies, moni-
toring air quality, and identifying sources of greenhouse gas emissions [4]. By enabling
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hyperlocal real-time data collection across cities, UAVs can precisely capture heat differ-
entials, thermal leakage, and atmospheric changes [5]. UAVs also allow for the regular
inspection of building insulation and the detection of weak links in building envelopes that
exacerbate energy consumption [6,7]. Additionally, the aerial mobility of drones facilitates
cost-effective air-quality sampling at different altitudes and locations across metro areas [8].
Such granular quantitative data are pivotal for cities to diagnose climate vulnerabilities and
layer risk profiles. UAVs have become especially valuable for climate change assessment
and planning in dense urban areas, where their ability to collect nuanced data amidst
complex built environments provides advantages over conventional UAVs and also al-
lows cities to regularly monitor the efficiency of green infrastructure projects designed to
mitigate climate change impacts through a detailed inspection and thermal imaging [9].
Moreover, the combination of rich UAV data-sets with artificial intelligence and machine
learning algorithms offers additional capabilities for predictive climate change modeling
and scenario planning in urban contexts [10]. By processing drone-captured imagery and
readings using neural networks, the researchers can identify climate change-related pat-
terns, generate simulations, and assess the efficacy of potential adaptation strategies [11].
As UAVs become more popular in environmental research, they are poised to provide the
forensic-level insights cities need to respond to intensifying climate change impacts.

This paper provides a comprehensive overview of drone technologies being leveraged
in cities globally to assess and address climate change challenges. The paper details
the types of sensing payloads and data analytics combined with drones to reveal the
insights while examining the existing research where UAVs inform urban climate change
strategies. Additionally, the regulatory and ethical considerations surrounding broader
UAV deployments for environmental research are discussed. By highlighting UAVs and
artificial intelligence (AI) as an emerging lynchpin in cities’ climate change mitigation and
adaptation efforts, this paper aims to spur further the innovations in using UAVs to create
more sustainable and resilient urban futures.

1.1. Motivation and Purpose

UAVs are increasingly recognized as critical to improving completion time, perfor-
mance, and flexibility for numerous tasks supporting ground infrastructure and networks.
As climate change increases the risks to the built environment, properly integrating UAVs
into these systems is vital. The effective utilization of UAVs to bolster resilience requires
careful consideration of the relevant requirements. UAV assistance shows promise for ex-
pediting structural assessments, coordinating emergency response, assessing damage, and
mitigating climate threats. Strategic UAV implementation can strengthen the adaptability
and durability of buildings, transportation networks, utilities, and communication systems
against intensifying climate impacts, specifically within the built environment. Further
research and planning are essential to fully leverage UAVs’ capabilities for safeguarding
the built environment as climate risks escalate. UAVs have significant potential to support
the rapidly changing urban infrastructure; however, effectively accomplishing these tasks
presents challenges. Specific applications require tailoring UAV capabilities to address
distinct difficulties. For example, deploying UAVs to assess urban damage and coordinate
emergency responses after climate disasters demands careful planning to maximize re-
silience benefits. Further research on integrating UAVs into built environments can enable
them to serve ground users better and fulfill assigned tasks amidst intensifying climate
change threats.

The escalating Impacts of climate change and the rapid development of AI present
new opportunities to leverage UAVs for the resilience of the built environment. As extreme
weather intensifies, AI-enabled UAVs have considerable potential to provide real-time
hazard assessments, accurate monitoring for the built infrastructure, and coordinate emer-
gency response post-climate hazards. However, fully capitalizing on emerging UAV and
AI capacities requires a thoughtful integration into existing systems. Key questions remain
regarding the optimal roles, design priorities, and deployment strategies for UAVs in built
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environments under climate change. Key questions remain regarding the most suitable
deployment strategies for UAVs in built environments under climate change, how UAVs
and AI can be utilized to evaluate shifting risk profiles and climate change vulnerabilities,
and what new sensing, computing, and communication capabilities are needed. As com-
puting power, battery technology, and automation advance, strategic UAV implementation
can provide adaptive, comprehensive climate threat assessments and emergency responses.
However, further research and planning are essential to unlock the full potential of UAVs
and AI in creating a climate-resilient infrastructure.

These questions motivate assessing the existing and proposed UAV-assisted solutions
for built environments under climate change challenges. Potential UAV applications include
real-time hazard monitoring, emergency response coordination, connectivity restoration
for damaged networks, and climate vulnerability assessments. Integrating UAVs and AI
requires categorizing capabilities based on mission types, such as routing, deployment
coordination, cellular communications, disaster management, data gathering, surveillance,
and secure communications. Capitalizing on the rapid advancement of AI and UAV
technologies can provide adaptive climate threat mitigation and emergency responses.
However, additional research is needed to devise optimal strategies for the UAV and AI
integration that maximize the resilience of the built environment under intensifying climate
risks. A comprehensive evaluation of UAV-based solutions elucidates the high-impact
applications to strengthen the built environment.

This paper aims to provide a comprehensive overview of how drone or UAV technolo-
gies are transforming climate change research and environmental analyses in the urban
built environment. As cities grapple with growing climate change impacts, from urban
heat islands to infrastructure vulnerability, UAVs are emerging as a vital tool for planners,
architects, engineers, and environmental scientists seeking to understand and mitigate
these challenges. The paper examines how UAVs allow new kinds of climate-related
data collection, monitoring, and modeling in the complex vertical landscapes of urban
areas. Their capacity to flexibly survey the built environment from low altitudes, with
customizable sensor payloads, enables climate studies at new spatial and temporal detail
levels that are challenging to achieve with satellites or ground observations alone. This
paper highlights the demonstrated global applications of UAVs, illustrating how they are
becoming integral to urban climate change research. Their contributions span mapping
heat islands, assessing building energy use, identifying emissions sources, monitoring
green infrastructure efficacy, and surveying climate vulnerabilities. When integrated with
emerging digital technologies, such as AI, UAVs’ potential for climate modeling and pre-
dictive analyses is also discussed. Finally, the paper examines the practical challenges and
future directions for broader UAV deployment. The transformative capabilities of UAVs
for climate change research in complex urban environments are explored, underscoring
their importance in developing resilient and sustainable cities.

1.2. UAVs: Roots and Advancements

UAVs have undergone significant advancements and have become increasingly preva-
lent in various fields. This section explores the history and development of UAV technology,
highlighting its evolution and the factors contributing to its widespread adoption. The
development of UAV technology was driven by the need for improved capabilities in
military operations and the emergence of new applications in civilian sectors, such as
agriculture, environmental monitoring, and infrastructure management. Additionally, the
integration of advanced technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things
(IoT), and machine learning (ML), further enhanced the capabilities and potential of UAVs.

1.2.1. Military Influence and Technological Advancements in UAVs

The roots of UAV technology can be traced back to the early 20th century, when the
first attempts at unmanned flights were performed. However, it was not until the early
2000s that UAV technology started gaining popularity for civilian applications, including
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agriculture and aerial photography [12]. The advancements in miniaturization, sensor
technology and communication systems played a crucial role in developing UAVs. Initially,
UAVs were primarily used for military purposes, providing surveillance and reconnais-
sance capabilities without risking human lives. Over time, the technology evolved and
UAVs became more sophisticated, capable of conducting complex missions and tasks. The
military has played a significant role in driving the development and advancement of UAV
technology. Initially, UAVs were primarily used for military surveillance and surveys. The
need for unmanned systems that could perform these tasks led to substantial investments
in the research and development, resulting in technological advancements in the materials,
propulsion systems, avionics, and payload capacity [13]. These technological advance-
ments also led to the miniaturization of UAVs, making them more agile and versatile in
various environments.

One of the key advantages of UAVs in military applications is their ability to reduce
risks to military personnel. By deploying UAVs for reconnaissance missions, military
forces can gather critical intelligence without endangering soldiers’ lives. This has led
to increased accuracy in targeting activity and reduced collateral damage, which has
important implications for the ethical and legal aspects of military operations. Additionally,
UAVs have the potential to enhance situational awareness and support decision-making
processes in complex and dynamic battlefield scenarios [13]. The ability to deploy fleets or
swarms of UAVs further enhances their capabilities, enabling collaborative operations and
data fusion for improved situation management.

The military’s influence on UAV technology has also significantly impacted its expan-
sion into civilian applications. The advancements made for military purposes have paved
the way for using UAVs in non-military contexts, such as logistics, environmental studies,
civil protection, and disaster response [13]. The decreasing cost of components, improved
battery technology, and advancements in autonomous navigation systems have made UAVs
more accessible and versatile for civilian applications [14]. For example, in agriculture,
UAVs are used for crop monitoring, precision spraying, and livestock management [15,16].
In environmental monitoring, UAVs enable researchers to collect high-resolution data
for studying climate change impacts, mapping urban heat islands, and monitoring air
quality [17,18]. The versatility and adaptability of UAVs have made them valuable tools
in various industries, contributing to increased efficiency, reduced costs, and improved
safety [19].

1.2.2. UAVs and Civilian Applications

UAVs have found numerous applications in civilian sectors, revolutionizing various
industries and addressing a wide range of challenges.

Moreover, UAVs have proven valuable environmental monitoring and research tools.
They enable the collection of high-resolution data for studying ecosystems, biodiversity, and
environmental changes. For example, UAVs with remote sensing technologies have been
used to monitor vegetation health, assess land-cover changes, and map natural habitats [20].
In addition, UAVs have been employed for wildlife monitoring, providing insights into
animal behavior, population dynamics, and habitat assessment. A study by [21] discussed
the remarkable rise of unmanned aerial vehicles in environmental research and their
potential benefits compared to traditional data collection methods. The study focused on
wildlife population monitoring, where the precision and accuracy of population counts
were of utmost importance. This study provides compelling evidence for the practical
benefits of using UAVs for wildlife population monitoring. The precision, cost-effectiveness,
and data quality-improvements offered by drones have the potential to revolutionize
how researchers gather critical information about wildlife populations. This technology
is not only promising for improving the accuracy of population estimates, but also for
advancing our understanding of ecological dynamics, ultimately contributing to more
effective conservation efforts.
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The use of UAVs in environmental research offers a cost-effective and efficient means
of data collection, allowing for an improved understanding and management of ecosys-
tems. Their ability to fly at low altitudes and capture high-resolution images allows for
the detailed analysis and monitoring of natural environments. Additionally, they have the
advantage of being able to access remote or challenging terrain, making them ideal for
studying hard-to-reach areas or areas that may be hazardous for humans [22]. They can fly
at low altitudes and capture detailed images, allowing for the identification and monitoring
of specific features or species within an ecosystem [23]. This capability is instrumental in
monitoring wildlife in heterogeneous habitats and topographically challenging areas. Fur-
thermore, UAVs have been employed in imaging and surveillance applications, providing
aerial views and the real-time monitoring of events and locations [24]. They have been
used for aerial photography, cinematography, and mapping, offering unique perspectives
and capturing striking visuals. In the realm of public safety and emergency response,
UAVs have proven to be invaluable tools. They have been used for search-and-rescue
operations, providing real-time aerial views and assisting in locating missing persons or
assessing disaster-affected areas [25]. Moreover, UAVs equipped with infrared/thermal
imaging cameras can detect heat signatures and aid in locating individuals in challenging
environments [26]. Infrared radiation is invisible electromagnetic radiation emitted by
all objects based on their temperature, with hotter objects, such as people, emitting more
radiation than cooler objects, such as buildings.

Thermal imaging cameras contain special sensors that detect infrared radiation and
create images showing temperature differences, with warmer objects appearing brighter.
This allows thermal cameras to visualize heat variations not visible to the human eye [27].
For example, a human body normally emits more infrared radiation than its surroundings;
therefore, it would appear as a bright shape against a darker background to a thermal
camera, even if hidden behind bushes or in darkness. Because of this ability to detect heat
signatures, thermal cameras on UAVs can identify and track the unique infrared radiation
emitted by human bodies, aiding search-and-rescue or surveillance efforts in challenging
conditions with poor visibility [28]. In addition, they can be used for traffic monitoring,
crowd control, and surveillance in law enforcement applications. The widespread adoption
of UAVs in civilian applications faces numerous challenges. Regulatory frameworks and
guidelines need to be developed to ensure the safe and responsible use of drones in a
civilian airspace [29]. Privacy concerns and ethical considerations must also be addressed,
particularly in applications, such as surveillance and data collection [30]. Additionally,
processing the extensive data collected by drones can be complex and requires specialized
technical skills and computing capacities.

1.2.3. Advanced Technologies and UAVs Advancements

UAVs range vastly in size, design, and capabilities but generally contain advanced sen-
sors, navigation systems, remote communication links, and autopilot technology, enabling
increasingly autonomous flight- and data-capture results [31]. While initially constrained by
high costs, short flight times, and limited payloads, UAVs have benefited immensely from
numerous technological advancements, such as improved battery technology, lightweight
composite materials, satellite navigation integration, and computing power supporting
real-time data processing [32]. The expanding availability of affordable consumer-grade
UAVs has further fueled applications by providing customizable airborne platforms for
environmental sensing.

A key innovation spurring drone adoption has been the development of flexible,
lightweight battery technology that can store the electrical charge needed to power rotors,
sensors, and navigation systems while minimizing the overall aircraft weight [33]. More-
over, lithium polymer batteries allow for necessary power storage versus payload ratios
for 30 min or more of sustained flight times for many UAV platforms [34]. Charging tech-
nologies have also improved to enable rapid recharging between missions [35]. Advanced
composite materials, such as carbon fiber, also provide high strength-to-weight ratios for
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drone airframes and components. The hardening of microprocessors and sensors has
further enabled drones to operate in harsh environmental conditions related to factors, such
as temperature, humidity, and vibration [2]. Satellite-based navigation integration has been
pivotal to developing UAVs, facilitating automated flight control and precise positioning
capabilities [36]. Global positioning systems (GPS) and inertial measurement units (IMUs)
allow drones to stabilize, calculate altitude, and follow pre-programmed routes or dynamic
flight paths [37]. Onboard processing capacity leveraging graphics processing units (GPUs)
supports the analysis of incoming sensor data as well as computer vision techniques, such
as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) for situational awareness during flight.
Advanced onboard artificial intelligence can even optimize missions based on the variables
encountered mid-flight or integrate the findings from previous flights [38]. Control and
feedback are provided to users via radio links over a few kilometers, with some systems
enabling a first-person-view (FPV) flight through a real-time video transmission [39].

1.3. UAVs and Data Capabilities

The urban environment plays a significant role in climate change, both as a contributor
to greenhouse gas emissions and as a site of vulnerability to its impacts. Understanding the
dynamics of climate change in urban areas is crucial for developing effective mitigation and
adaptation strategies. Data collection, monitoring, and analysis in the urban environment
are essential components of climate change research, providing valuable insights into the
interactions between urbanization, climate, and human activities.

Satellite imagery has traditionally been a valuable tool for monitoring and analyzing
climate change in urban areas. However, there are existing gaps in satellite imagery that
limit its effectiveness in capturing the fine-scale details and monitoring dynamic urban
environments. These gaps include limitations in the spatial resolution, temporal coverage,
and cloud cover interference [40,41]. These limitations hinder accurately assessing and
monitoring climate-related phenomena in urban areas. An essential characteristic of UAVs
is their coverage and the resolution of the images. Figure 1 shows the scale of detail that
can be achieved with drones and other imaging systems. The figure shows the application
in an agriculture field; however, it is helpful to identify the scales that can be managed with
UAVs. Satellite imagery covers the globe and can be used in applications on the Kilometers
scale. On the other hand, UAVs can cover areas of several kilometers of extension and, at
the same time, can identify details at a 1 cm scale or less. Therefore, UAVs can identify
detailed defects or elaborate inventories of several kilometers [42].

Moreover, UAVs offer unique advantages over conventional geomatics approaches
for capturing the highly detailed 3D spatial data of study sites, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Compared to terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) systems, UAVs with LiDAR provide faster area
coverage and greater flexibility to survey complex topographies and vertical structures [2].
While TLS involves fixed scan positions with occlusion gaps, UAVs can fly multiple ideal
trajectories to minimize shadowing and occlusions in point clouds [43]. UAV LiDAR addi-
tionally captures geometries inaccessible from the ground, such as rooftops. Meanwhile,
versus crewed aircraft LiDAR, UAVs achieve an improved low-altitude measurement reso-
lution, down to centimeters, and cost savings of up to 80% [44]. Their capacity to hover
and maneuver facilitates denser precision scanning.
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life restricts their flight duration to about 30 minutes. Manned helicopters exceed UAV 
flight endurance, with large models capable of carrying heavy sensors for hours of oper-
ation. However, the acquisition and operational expenses are over 50-times higher than 
UAVs [47]. Airplanes also have extended flight times and can carry substantial payloads 
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For data acquisition technologies, satellites, UAVs, helicopters, and airplanes each
have advantages and limitations regarding the field of view, payload capacity, operating
costs, and availability. As illustrated in Figure 2, satellites can cover vast areas with revisit
times of days to weeks, but provide relatively low-resolution imagery from their high-
altitude orbits at 400–800 km above Earth [46]. In contrast, UAVs fly at altitudes below 7 km,
achieving centimeter-scale image resolutions over areas up to a few square kilometers [2].
Their flexibility and low cost have fueled UAV adoption; however, the limited battery
life restricts their flight duration to about 30 min. Manned helicopters exceed UAV flight
endurance, with large models capable of carrying heavy sensors for hours of operation.
However, the acquisition and operational expenses are over 50-times higher than UAVs [47].
Airplanes also have extended flight times and can carry substantial payloads with lower
costs than helicopters, but lack hover and low-altitude flight capabilities.
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Additionally, while satellites achieve comprehensive coverage, UAVs fill a vital niche
by providing ultra-high-resolution images below what most commercial satellites offer [49].
Their imagery supports 3D point cloud creation, down to centimeter accuracy, once pro-
cessed using computer vision techniques [50]. In addition to data collection, UAVs enable
real-time monitoring and analysis in the urban environment. They can be equipped with
sensors and instruments to measure climate-related information, such as temperature,
humidity, air quality, and solar radiation, in real time [51,52]. This real-time monitor-
ing allows for immediate feedback and decision making, facilitating timely responses to
climate-related events and informing urban planning and management strategies. The
flexibility, automation, and miniaturization of UAV platforms enable nimble, customiz-
able 3D data capture tailored to project sites. Multi-copter drones can hover and rotate
over targets of interest, acquiring geometrically accurate imagery that is challenging to
match via alternative approaches [46]. Meanwhile, achieving comparable perspectives and
positional flexibility using manned aircrafts would have substantially higher costs and
logistic complexities. UAVs’ capacity for on-demand, close-range data acquisition makes
them a uniquely valuable geomatics tool providing efficient, scalable, and high-quality 3D
spatial data.

Additionally, unlike satellite platforms that have fixed orbital periods, UAVs can be de-
ployed on demand to collect targeted data in response to evolving needs. Their low-altitude
flight allows for centimeter-scale image resolutions, capturing details, such as individual
trees, buildings, and transportation infrastructures. Customizable sensor payloads can
integrate high-precision RGB, multispectral, thermal, and LiDAR instruments to match
the specific data requirements of each study. A study by Meisam et al. [53] highlighted
that drones provided data of unprecedented spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions,
making them ideal for monitoring the environment. They bridge the gap between field
observations and remote sensing by providing high-quality spatial-resolution details over
large areas in a cost-effective way. Moreover, the researchers [54] developed a simulation
platform called InDrone to model UAV flight behavior and human–drone interactions for
indoor infrastructure inspections. By visualizing the spatiotemporal relationships between
UAV dynamics, sensor coverage, environment reconstructions, and operator commands,
InDrone enables the analysis and optimization of collision avoidance algorithms and pilot
training protocols. Refining these capabilities can improve the UAV navigation stability
and data collection accuracy when mapping indoor thermal and air-quality conditions that
influence building energy usage. The study demonstrated how leveraging UAV flight simu-
lations could further develop automated, human-assisted, and collaborative methodologies
for UAVs to safely and precisely acquire climate-relevant data at new interior vantage
points. This supports the emerging potential of UAVs for the fine-grained, versatile, and
comprehensive monitoring of built infrastructure emissions and hazards linked to climate
change resilience. These studies exemplify how UAVs can host customized payloads to
acquire geospatial data at centimeter resolutions. Their ability to flexibly sample the built
environment at low altitudes provides climate researchers with unprecedented details for
energy use, emissions, and environmental hazards. This supports the development of
spatially targeted, timely interventions to advance local climate resilience.

2. UAV Platform Evolution

UAVs applied to climate research in urban areas have leveraged a diverse range of air-
craft configurations optimized for localized data collection in complex built environments.
This section examines the main UAV platforms and configurations utilized for climate
change research and environmental analysis missions across urban built environments.
With the proliferation of UAV technologies in recent years, a diverse range of customizable
aerial platforms has emerged, each with distinct capabilities and attributes to address
specialized data collection, infrastructure inspection, and monitoring needs within complex
cityscapes. By reviewing the key characteristics, advantages, and limitations of multirotor,
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fixed-wing, and hybrid VTOL drones, this section offers a perspective into optimal UAV
selections tailored to climate study requirements in densely built urban settings.

2.1. UAV Platforms Based on Aerodynamic Features

UAVs exhibit great diversity in their aerodynamic characteristics, which enables them
to serve varied roles and applications. Based on the various attributes, such as their lift
generation mechanism, flight speed, and range, UAVs can be categorized into quadcopters,
fixed-wing, hybrid VTOL, lighter than air, and flapping wings. Quadcopters have rapidly
become one of the most ubiquitous drone categories deployed across metropolitan areas
due to their exceptional maneuverability and ability to take off, land, and hover in con-
fined spaces. As rotorcrafts, quadcopters utilize four horizontally oriented lifting rotors
to generate the vertical thrust needed for hovering and low-speed flights [55]. Unlike
helicopters relying on a single main rotor for lift, quadcopters distribute thrust across four
smaller rotors, providing a higher payload capacity for a given size and improved control
redundancy and safety [3]. Adjusting the speed of each rotor enables omnidirectional
stability and maneuvering in tight urban areas not accessible by fixed-wing UAVs. This
makes quadcopters ideal for the proximate scanning and inspection of buildings, infrastruc-
tures, urban canyons, parks, and other environmental elements, which comprise complex
cityscapes. Table 1 summarizes the differences between different UAV platforms based on
their aerodynamic features, applications, and technical limitations.

While quads were initially limited by short flight times, the advances in batteries,
motors, and materials have improved their endurance of 30 min or longer, even for small
models [56]. Larger octocopter or hexacopter UAVs can extend their flight duration further
and lift heavier sensor payloads. Camera gimbals minimize image blurring during flight
maneuvers and hovering. When choosing multirotors for climate change research in
urban areas, factors, such as maximum sensor weight, wind resilience, noise profiles,
safety features, and integration options, for data communications and processing warrant
consideration.

Table 1. Features of different UAV platforms and their applications in the built environment [15,39,57].

Platform Flight Speed Flight Range Applications in the
Built Environment Limitations

Quadcopters 0–35 mph 1–3 km Urban inspection
Urban microclimate

Limited payload capacity
Short flight times

Ducted Fan 0–60 mph 2–7 km Utility inspection
Vertical infrastructure mapping

Limited payload
Complex maintenance

Fixed Wings 50–90 mph 10–40 km Urban thermal mapping
Air pollution monitoring

Require assisted launch/landing
Minimal maneuverability

Hybrid VTOL 0–80 mph 5–25 km Large-scale mapping
Environmental monitoring

Complex transition mechanism
Heavier than fixed wings

Ducted-fan UAVs utilize an enclosed rotor system combining the benefits of multirotor
and fixed-wing drones. They employ enclosed fans mounted within circular ducts to
generate a vertical lift, eliminating exposed blades that can pose safety risks [58]. Ducting
also streamlines the airflow, increasing the efficiency over open rotors [59]. This provides
greater endurance than quadcopters, with flight times of around 45–60 minutes, depending
on the conditions [55]. Ducted fans typically have a fixed wing for a forward flight,
such as conventional UAVs. Transitioning between hovering and high-speed cruise flight
modes gives ducted fans flexibility for constrained takeoff and landing tasks and sustained
transits [60]. Compared to quadcopters, they can cover larger areas rapidly while still
allowing a close inspection through stable hovering, as illustrated in Figure 3. Ducting
shields rotors from obstruction, enabling drone operations in confined spaces inaccessible
to fixed wings [39].
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Fixed-wing UAVs offer streamlined airframe designs that generate a lift via forward
airspeed, such as a conventional airplane. Their aerodynamic efficiency, combined with non-
rotating propulsion, enables substantially longer flight times and distances than multirotor
drones, making them suitable for wide-area mapping [57]. However, fixed-wing UAVs
cannot take off vertically, land, or hover, relying on catapults, hand launches, skids, or
bellies for landing. This limits their utility for inspecting and scanning localized urban
structures where hovering proximity is critical. The maneuvering flexibility is also reduced
compared to multirotor UAVs. Yet, for extensive bird’s-eye urban imaging, fixed-wing
UAVs play an important role.

Hybrid VTOL platforms aim to deliver the best attributes of multirotor takeoff and
landing capabilities combined with the cruising range and speed of fixed wings. This
is achieved by lifting off vertically using the rotor thrust before transitioning the rotors
to forward flight propulsion once an adequate altitude is achieved [61]. Some advanced
hybrids can even optimize the transition speed and angle based on factors, such as wind
conditions, using onboard AI [62]. This blend of VTOL flexibility and improved flight
efficiency makes hybrid drones well-suited to diverse climate sensing roles, from a localized
infrastructure inspection to wide-area thermographic mapping. However, their mechanical
complexity remains a reliability challenge compared to other UAV platforms, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Across UAV types, flight times reaching 30–60 minutes are commonplace at present,
enabled by the developments in battery technology. Lithium polymer and lithium-ion
packs can deliver the electrical storage versus weight ratio needed for sustained UAV
operations. UAV airframes have also become more durable, yet lightweight, by utilizing
carbon-fiber composites and engineered thermoplastics, such as PLA (polylactic acid) [39].
Enhanced satellite navigation integration provides robust autonomous control and stability.
These airframes, avionic, and battery innovations underpin drones’ expanding capabilities
for flexible and responsive climate research flights, even in turbulence-prone urban settings.
Furthermore, UAVs offer highly customizable and scalable platforms for integrating spe-
cialized sensor payloads needed for diverse climate data collection roles. Visible-spectrum
cameras support creating detailed 2D and 3D maps of urban morphologies, vegetations,
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and infrastructures [4]. Thermal infrared imaging enables microclimate variability, heat
island mapping, and building insulation assessments [8]. Miniaturized gas sensors measure
pollutants, such as carbon dioxide and particulate matter [66]. LiDAR scanners generate
precise 3D point clouds of buildings and terrain [67]. Swapping these sensors between
missions adapts UAVs to differing data capture needs. Onboard processing and AI further
empower sensor integration and real-time analytics during flights.

2.2. UAV Sensors

Recent advances in sensor miniaturization, onboard processing, and UAV platforms
have enabled specialized airborne data capture tailored to the multi-dimensional informa-
tion needs of climate change assessments in urban environments. UAVs at present carry
diverse instrument payloads to map, measure, and monitor the complex factors influencing
the resilience, greenhouse gas emissions, adaptation efficacy, and sustainability across the
built landscape. This section provides an overview of key UAV sensor types and their
importance for climate research.

A. High-Resolution Visible-Spectrum Cameras

High-resolution visible-spectrum cameras have become ubiquitous payloads on UAVs,
providing highly detailed aerial images for mapping urban morphology and topography.
Miniaturized cameras using CMOS sensors can capture still images or videos at resolutions
down to centimeters per pixel from low UAV altitudes [32]. This facilitates precision 3D
modeling and digital surface generation to analyze urban form factors correlated with
climate impacts, such as heat retention. For example, Naughton et al. [68] used UAV-derived
orthomosaics at a 2 cm resolution to correlate the urban geometry and heat island intensity
by tracking land-surface temperature variations in the urban canyon. High-frequency
UAV mapping further enables monitoring incremental changes in the built environment,
urban green infrastructure, land use, and urban form relevant to design and evaluate the
adaptation strategies.

Many leading commercial UAV platforms offer high-resolution visual-band camera
options tailored to remote sensing and mapping applications. DJI is considered one of
the most common and popular UAV platforms that dominates the commercial market of
UAVs due to its technical capabilities and diversity. For example, The DJI Phantom 4 Pro
has 1-inch CMOS sensors capturing 20-megapixel still images, making them suitable for
sub-decimeter GSD mapping from low altitudes [46]. Larger models, including the DJI
Inspire 2, leverage Micro Four Thirds cameras to provide an even higher resolution and
image quality. Some manufacturers offer modular payloads, such as AgEagle’s S.O.D.A.
camera line, spanning small to large formats to customize resolution needs [69]. While most
UAV cameras use nadir perspectives, adding oblique capabilities provides more immersive
urban structural data. Figure 4 compares the most common commercial UAVs, including
the sensor’s specification, weight, cost, and operation platform. When selecting UAV visible
cameras for built environment assessments, the key factors include the intended mapping
resolution, area coverage needs, available payload capacity, and processing requirements.
Larger sensors typically have a higher resolution but are heavier. Smaller drones may
require lower-resolution cameras to stay within the payload limits. The photogrammetric
processing time also increases exponentially with higher-resolution imagery. Therefore,
the balancing resolution, payload, and area coverage are essential for efficient mapping.
Radiometric processing for reflectance data adds a further complexity. Overall, turnkey
fixed-camera UAVs offer simplicity, while customizable gimbal and swappable payload
options provide greater flexibility to tailor visual data capture to the research needs.
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B. Multispectral Sensors

Multispectral sensors extend optical imaging into non-visible wavelengths, such as
near-infrared, capturing unique data for vegetation health, water stress, biomass, and
material characteristics unavailable from standard RGB cameras [75]. As UHI mitigation
strategies often rely on expanding urban greenery, multispectral UAV data help monitor
these heat-regulating plants’ growth, canopy size, and condition over time [76]. Near-
infrared bands also enhance the differentiation of urban ground surfaces and materials
relevant to urban energy modeling. While the resolution is coarser than for visible cameras,
multispectral UAV-based mapping provides a rapid wide-area assessment, not requiring
extensive processing. Figure 5 compares the different multispectral sensors commonly
used in the market, resolution, costs, and compatibility with different UAV platforms.

Multispectral UAVs present immense opportunities for assessing and addressing
climate vulnerabilities in cities. One of the main applications of UAVs with multispectral
sensors in climate change research is monitoring urban vegetation health and its dynamics
in cities. Multispectral sensors can capture the data related to chlorophyll content, leaf
area index, and vegetation stress, providing insights into the health and vitality of urban
vegetation [77,78]. This information is crucial for assessing the impact of climate change
on urban ecosystems, identifying the areas of vulnerability, and developing strategies for
urban greening and adaptation. Additionally, high-resolution thermal mapping coupled
with meteorological data can significantly assist in modeling urban heat dynamics [79].
Tracking the vegetation NIR reflectance reveals drought-stressed areas needing water
conservation and additional-shade trees [80]. Combined thermal and visible imagery
facilitates quantifying the cooling provided by green spaces [81]. UAV spectral data also
enable the construction of 3D urban models distinguishing rooftop materials to target solar
panel deployment [82]. Moreover, repeat multispectral surveys allow the monitoring of the
efficacy of resilience strategies, such as cool roofs and stormwater-retention landscaping.

Another application of multispectral sensors in climate change research is the analysis
of land-cover changes in cities. By capturing the data in different spectral bands, these
sensors can differentiate between land-cover types, such as impervious surfaces, vegetation,
and water bodies [77,83]. This information helps monitor urban expansion, changes in land-
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use patterns, and the loss of green spaces. These are all critical factors for understanding
the urban heat island effect and its contribution to climate change. In addition to vegetation
and land-cover analyses, multispectral sensors on UAVs can also contribute to assessing
urban heat island effects. By capturing thermal infrared data, these sensors can measure
surface temperatures and identify areas of excessive heat in urban environments [84]. This
information is crucial for understanding the spatial distribution of heat in cities, identifying
heat mitigation strategies, and assessing the effectiveness of urban cooling interventions.
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C. Hyperspectral Sensors

Hyperspectral sensors enable UAVs to capture hundreds of contiguous spectral bands
across a wide range of wavelengths [90]. Typical hyperspectral sensors cover wavelengths
from 400–2500nm with a resolution below 10 nm [91]. Thus, they can capture a wide
range of light spectrum bands to generate rich datasets that detect the features invisible to
sensors with limited bandwidths. The large number of narrow spectral bands enables the
identification of specific conditions and characteristics. Sensors with hundreds of bands,
especially visible and infrared wavelengths, are increasingly utilized in diverse applications.
Hyperspectral sensor developers, such as Headwall Photonics, specialize in small, rugged
hyperspectral systems viable for UAV platforms, as illustrated in Figure 6. Integrating
hyperspectral imaging into standard UAV electro-optical and infrared sensor suites poses
engineering challenges; however, recent advances have made high-resolution UAV-based
hyperspectral analysis achievable. This allows exploiting hyperspectral data’s detailed
spectral signatures for UAV remote sensing tasks.

Compared to the multispectral data, hyperspectral data offers a superior identification
and discrimination of targets due to the narrow bandwidth information acquisition. The
key benefits of hyperspectral data are the capacity for precise spectral signature detection
and monitoring; however, effective utilization requires determining the most informative
bands for discriminating specific features while minimizing the redundant data. Careful
hyperspectral sensor selection, calibration, and data processing allow realizing the benefits
of rich spectral information for target identification and change detection. Within the built
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environment, high-spectral resolution facilitates identifying specific materials through
absorption features and mapping of urban composition, including vegetation type, water
quality, and infrastructure materials [92]. Hyperspectral sensors also help construct 3D
models distinguishing building materials for assessing energy efficiency opportunities [93],
where roof type and insulation defects prone to energy deficiencies can become more
apparent.
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D. Meteorological, Chemical, and LiDAR Sensors

Meteorological sensors for UAVs encompass a range of technical specifications that
enable the collection of crucial weather data. These sensors typically include instruments
for measuring parameters, such as air temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure,
wind speed, and wind direction [98]. The accuracy and precision of these measurements are
essential for understanding the dynamics of the atmosphere and its interactions with the
environment. Common meteorological UAV sensors include miniaturized air temperature,
humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed, and direction sensors that weigh as little
as 25 grams [66]. UAVs facilitate sampling at low altitudes versus traditional weather
balloons or weather stations that are relatively remote from the urban layer [99]. This
enables the detailed measurement of near-surface urban heat islands, air pollution layers,
and urban microclimates. For example, UAVs equipped with thermometers, hygrometers,
and anemometers can monitor outdoor thermal comfort levels and help identify the areas
needing improved ventilation at the neighborhood level [4]. Furthermore, meteorological
sensors on UAVs can contribute to assessing air-quality and pollution levels in urban areas.
By measuring parameters, such as particulate matter, carbon dioxide, and other pollutants,
these sensors provide valuable data for understanding the impacts of climate change on air
quality and human health [100]. Moreover, UAVs with meteorological sensors can profile
vertical air temperature and humidity stratifications along building facades to optimize
passive cooling and ventilation.

UAVs can also carry a range of miniature chemical sensors to detect gases, particulates,
and environmental pollutants. Gas sensors, such as metal oxide semiconductors and elec-
trochemical and infrared spectrometers, enable UAVs to identify and map concentrations
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of CO, CO2, SO2, NO2, and more [66]. Particulate matter sensors using laser scattering
or embedded quartz crystal microbalances can measure PM2.5 and PM10 levels [101].
UAV flexibility allows the targeted sampling and gradient mapping of industrial emission
plumes, volcanic outgassing, and air pollution, even in hazardous settings [12]. UAV chemi-
cal sensing shows immense promise for environmental research and regulation. Networked
UAVs can provide rapid, widespread air-quality assessments and help enforce pollution
standards [4,101]. For climate change research, UAV methane mapping can improve our
understanding of gas emission sources, such as permafrost thaw, and quantify carbon
cycle feedbacks [102]. Equipping UAVs with radon sensors can also improve earthquake
predictions by tracking underground gas seepages [103,104]. As sensors become miniatur-
ized, UAVs will likely grow into a standard airborne platform for environmental chemical
sensing across scales from localized events to global processes. Figure 7 summarizes the
different meteorological, chemical, and LiDAR sensors, resolution, size, and weight.
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Light-detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors utilize laser radiation to survey envi-
ronmental features by measuring reflected laser pulses. By precisely timing the flight
duration between emission and reflected beam detection, known as time of flight, the
range or distance between the scanner and object can be calculated based on the speed
of light. The angles of the emitted and reflected beams are also measured to determine
precise 3D point locations. Detailed 3D maps of the surrounding geometry and terrain can
be rapidly constructed through millions of timed laser pulse reflections from the LiDAR
sensors. LiDAR’s active sensing approach using laser range determination enables the
highly accurate mapping of physical environments. LiDAR sensors on UAV platforms
(LiDAR-UAV) provide high- to very-high-spatial-resolution terrain and surface data. Un-
like satellite data, LiDAR UAVs offer a superior resolution and are not limited by cloud
cover conditions [109]. UAV-based LiDAR can also acquire accurate ground elevation data,
even in areas with dense vegetation or restricted accessibility [110]. The studies show
UAV LiDAR generates quality comparable to terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) for terrain
mapping [111]. RGB photogrammetry from UAVs offers a lower-cost alternative for some
vegetation surveys versus LiDAR [112,113]. However, photogrammetry has limitations
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in analyzing ground surfaces obscured by dense vegetation [114]. UAV LiDAR provides
accessibility, ease of planning, and cost-effectiveness compared to airborne laser scanning
(ALS) [115,116].

E. Infrared Sensors

Infrared (IR) imaging measures land-surface temperature (LST) and sea-surface tem-
perature (SST) by detecting the infrared radiation emitted from surfaces. The integration
of lightweight thermal cameras on UAVs has proven transformative across industries by
enabling accessible aerial thermal data collection. UAVs with thermal sensors can readily
identify heat signatures and efficiently gather accurate surface temperature measurements
over large areas. This provides new capabilities for applications, such as assessing commer-
cial building insulation, monitoring wildfires, and inspecting solar installations. The com-
bination of infrared thermography and UAV mobility offers an accessible and cost-effective
approach to thermal mapping that unlocks new possibilities across sectors. Common IR
sensors include microbolometers detecting longwave IR (7.5–14 µm) and InGaAs detectors
for shortwave IR (0.5–2.55 µm) [117]. The resolution varies from a centimeter scale for object
identification to meters for thermal mapping, with FLIR sensors being considered the most
commonly used thermal sensors for UAVs, as illustrated in Figure 8 [118]. High-resolution
IR thermography from UAVs can pinpoint building envelope deficiencies prone to energy
loss. IR cameras identify areas of heat leakage, moisture accumulation, and insufficient
insulation when temperature gradients exist between interior and exterior surfaces [119].
Frequent UAV IR surveys can help track building deterioration and prioritize retrofits.
In addition, thermal mapping enhances the urban heat island research, linking surface
temperatures to land-cover types [79]. Combined with elevation data, UAV IR enables the
modeling of microclimate variations across neighborhoods to guide the heat mitigation
research [120]. IR sensors can help quantify the effects of urban vegetation on outdoor
thermal comfort and verify thermal anomalies in buildings envelopes through time-lapse
thermography techniques [121].
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3. UAV Applications in Climate Change Research

UAVs are emerging as an instrumental tool for cities seeking to understand and re-
spond to escalating climate change challenges through adaptation and mitigation initiatives.
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This section explores the diverse ways UAV technologies are enabling more effective urban
climate research to inform policy decisions and resilience strategies.

3.1. UAVs in Climate Change Research

The potential of UAVs in climate change research emerged in the early 2000s as
miniaturized sensors, GPS navigation, and battery technology enabled lightweight remote
sensing platforms. NASA scientists first demonstrated the utility of small fixed-wing
UAVs for studying atmospheric dynamics, composition, and thermodynamics in the early
2000s [124]. This pioneering work sparked the recognition that UAVs could fill in the gaps
in climate observation networks, given their flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and ability to
sample hazardous environments.

UAVs were first deployed for humanitarian action in the early 2000s by nonprofit or-
ganizations seeking aerial damage assessments after disasters when manned aircraft flights
were limited. In 2004, humanitarian groups operated small UAVs to survey post-hurricane
flooding outcomes and assess infrastructure damage from the Haitian earthquake [125].
These initial efforts highlighted the potential for UAVs to support disaster relief by provid-
ing rapid emergency mapping when access was constrained. The early demonstrations of
UAVs for post-disaster mapping and relief accelerated into more operational deployments
in the early 2010s. By 2015, UNICEF also tested UAVs in Malawi and the Dominican Re-
public for transporting medical samples, vaccines, and other cargo as part of the agency’s
UAV evaluation initiative [126]. This was followed by the launch of the Kazakhstan Drone
Corridor as a testing ground for drone delivery systems [127]. These initiatives helped
pave the way for more robust and ethical frameworks for using UAVs for humanitarian
aid and crisis responses. Figure 9 illustrates UAVs’ innovation timeline and integration in
humanitarian research since the early 2000s.
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In climate change research, UAVs are emerging as a valuable tool for monitoring
environmental impacts through flexible high-resolution aerial mapping, and have been
deployed in multiple climate change research domains, as shown in Figure 10, as exem-
plified by a case study conducted in the Yukon–Kuskokwim Delta region of Alaska [128].
The researchers implemented multi-sensor-equipped UAVs to autonomously survey and
map the challenging terrain, acquiring high-resolution visible, multispectral, and thermal
infrared images. The versatility and customizability of the UAV platforms allowed the
research team to tailor the systems to the specific scientific requirements of evaluating the
landscape changes related to permafrost degradation. Geospatial data analytics generated
from the UAV-acquired remote sensing datasets provided the efficient monitoring of the
impacts of global warming on critical cultural and ecological heritage sites in the Arctic
tundra ecosystem. The study demonstrated the emerging potential of UAV remote sensing
to enable rapid, cost-effective, and frequent landscape characterizations, furthering the
capabilities for climate change assessment and adaptation strategies.
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Recent urban expansion coupled with the impacts of climate change have created a
need for enhanced methods of monitoring and managing sustainable city developments,
as investigated by Djimantoro and Suhardjanto [129]. The researchers experimentally
implemented UAVs equipped with photogrammetric imaging payloads to autonomously
survey and reconstruct 3D digital surface models of building infrastructures at sub-meter
resolutions. Compared to the existing means of geospatial data acquisition, UAV mapping
demonstrated a greater flexibility, higher cost-efficiency, improved time-effectiveness, and
increased safety versus conventional manned aerial mapping. The study results highlighted
the emerging potential of UAVs to provide city planning departments with rapid, up-to-
date 3D-mapping capabilities to better control urban development amidst the constraints
of limited governmental budgets and personnel. The findings emphasize the importance
of developing UAV and photogrammetric innovations to support frequent, precise 3D
urban infrastructure mapping to inform data-driven policies for sustainable city growth
and resilience.

Additionally, UAVs with multispectral imagery have been used to assess losses as a
result of herbicide-induced stress by monitoring decreased vegetation greenness as indica-
tive of stress [130]. Furthermore, UAVs have found numerous applications in Antarctic
environmental research. By capturing detailed imagery and data, UAVs provide valuable
insights into the impacts of climate change on Antarctic ecosystems, including changes
in vegetation distribution, ice dynamics, and wildlife habitats [131]. UAVs have been
used to monitor erosion and sediment control practices [124]. In addition, UAVs have
been deployed to assist in mapping shrubland structural attributes, monitoring grassland
ecosystems, and studying cryospheric components, such as glaciers and ice shelves [132].
Using UAVs in Antarctic environmental research has enhanced data collection capabilities,
improved spatial resolution, and the enabled efficient monitoring and assessment of the
unique and fragile Antarctic environment.

UAVs have proven useful for mapping the erosion and accretion patterns in coastal
environments vulnerable to sea-level rise. A study in Ghana combined LiDAR elevation
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data and visual imagery to analyze shoreline changes from extreme storms [133]. UAVs
also enable the rapid assessment of coastal flooding extents during storm surges and tide
cycles using visual cameras or thermal sensors to identify inundated areas [134]. These
high-resolution shoreline data help improve coastal flood modeling and predictions. In
the domain of emission monitoring, researchers have used UAV-based methane detection
and quantification to track wetland emissions and offshore gas seeps [135]. Moreover,
multiple studies have utilized UAVs to measure carbon dioxide concentrations and fluxes
in complex urban environments [136–138]. Such flexible aerial sampling can improve
emissions inventories and our understanding of climate feedback. Furthermore, UAVs
equipped with gas sensors have been used to monitor and evaluate the environmental
impacts of specific industries, such as mining operations. These UAV-based monitoring
systems enable the measurement of greenhouse gases and particulate matter, providing
insights into the emissions generated by mining activities and their potential effects on the
surrounding environment [139].

UAVs are emerging as a critical tool for wildfire agencies to map active blazes and their
progression in real time. Equipped with visual and infrared cameras, UAVs flown over
fires provide continuous video footage and imagery to track the leading edge of the fire
perimeter [140]. This helps personnel on the ground identify threatening spread directions
and allocate resources effectively. Thermal sensors on UAVs enable penetrating smoke to
pinpoint hotspots and flare-ups [141]. Immediate aerial views of unfolding wildfires aid
the tactical planning and maintenance of responder safety.

In climate hazard assessments, UAVs provide a versatile tool for studying landslide
hazards and terrain instability exacerbated by climate change. High-resolution orthomosaic
and digital surface model reconstructions from aerial photogrammetry enable the detec-
tion and measurement of ground deformations indicative of landslide activity [142,143].
Furthermore, UAVs have been proven to be effective in mapping landslides in highly
dense vegetation areas [144]. Combining LiDAR scans and visual data allows mapping
discontinuities in rock masses to model failure potentials [145]. UAVs contribute to the
characterization of rock masses by extracting the geometric properties of rock mass discon-
tinuities, such as orientation and spacing, providing insights into the stability conditions of
rock slopes [146]. Recently, a considerable amount of research has deployed UAVs with
infrared thermography, further enhancing the monitoring capabilities, identifying thermal
anomalies, assessing rock mass conditions in complex environments, and identifying slope
hydrology dynamics influencing instability [147,148]. For characterizing debris flows,
UAVs can capture high-resolution images and generate digital terrain models (DTMs) that
identify and map debris flow paths, help estimate deposited volumes, and quantify torrent
evolution [149].

UAVs have also been deployed for climate modeling and air-quality monitoring,
providing access to more granular data. Combining microclimate sensors and air-quality
instruments allows UAVs to relate local weather, pollution, and environmental factors to
community health. For instance, a study in California gathered hyper-local air-quality
data to model pollution exposure risks and guide the policies for protecting vulnerable
populations. UAVs can also be integrated with advanced technologies, such as artificial
intelligence and computer vision, to analyze and interpret the collected data, which can
identify pollution hotspots, predict air-quality trends, and develop early warning systems
for potential health risks. As climate change leads to more frequent extreme heat and
air pollution episodes, UAV sensor networks can enable real-time monitoring to issue
health warnings.

3.2. Urban Challenges and UAVs Opportunities

As previously mentioned, climate change places a lot of pressure on the built environ-
ment with escalating impacts, ranging from climate hazards, such as floods, severe storms,
and heatwaves, to infrastructure vulnerabilities. UAVs have emerged as a transformative
technology to meet cities’ sustainability challenges. With flexible deployment and data
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capture at neighborhood scales, UAVs enable cities to monitor their built environments
and climate risks in real time, while helping diagnose and evaluate the solutions. The rich
spatial and temporal perspectives offered by UAVs have become integral across diverse
urban climate research domains, unlocking actionable intelligence needed by cities on the
frontlines of climate disruption. UAVs are indispensable tools for developing resilient and
sustainable cities. They provide critical data that enable informed decision making, efficient
resource management, and proactive measures to address climate change challenges. As
urbanization continues to occur, leveraging drone technology is essential in creating cities
that are not only better prepared for climate-related threats, but also more sustainable and
livable for their residents. Their capacity to furnish critical insights through drone-based
climate change research is pivotal for enhancing urban planning, infrastructure design, and
policy making. The precision and real-time monitoring capabilities of drones, equipped
with advanced sensors, facilitate the acquisition of high-quality data on climate parameters,
pollution levels, and environmental factors. This high-resolution data accessibility is critical
to empower decision makers with the necessary information to navigate climate challenges.
In a world marked by increasing urbanization and environmental challenges, UAVs emerge
as a cornerstone for crafting cities that are both well-prepared for climate-induced threats
and genuinely sustainable for their inhabitants.

A. Urban Microclimate Assessment

One of the main domains where UAVs play an integral role in climate change research
in cities is mapping and analyzing localized phenomena, such as urban heat islands.
UAVs with thermal infrared cameras can rapidly map fine-scale urban surface temperature
variations to delineate heat islands and cooler areas linked to land cover. Flights at altitudes
below 300 meters provide pixel resolutions down to 10–50 cm, capturing microclimate
gradients within neighborhoods. A study by Naughton [68] leveraged drone thermal
cameras to map micro-scale temperature variations down to individual city blocks in Texas,
USA. By combining these UAV thermal data with land-cover information, the researchers
identified localized hotspots correlated with limited greenery, ineffective roofs, and urban
materials. This granular UHI quantification and diagnosis assisted targeted interventions
in the built environment to mitigate heat risks. Moreover, UAV thermal data have been
used to correlate temperatures with vegetation, impervious surfaces, building density,
and road types across cities coupled with satellite imagery to provide a comprehensive
assessment of the dynamics of urban microclimates [150]. This helps model microclimate
interactions with the built environment and identify the localized areas most vulnerable to
extreme heat.

In addition to thermal imaging applications, UAVs have been deployed to collect
high-resolution aerial imagery and LiDAR data to construct detailed 3D models of ur-
ban morphology. Photogrammetry processing generates point clouds, mesh models, and
orthomosaic classifying features, such as buildings, roads, and vegetation [2]. LiDAR com-
plements the visual data with urban elevation mapping [151]. Classified 3D models enable
the analysis of urban geometry, including sky view factors, building heights, and canyon
orientations influencing solar exposure and heat retention [152]. By correlating land-surface
temperatures with land-cover types derived from UAV-based 3D models, the researchers
can gain insights into the factors contributing to urban heat island formations and develop
strategies for mitigating their effects [153]. Furthermore, a study by Yang et al. [154] exam-
ined the spatial and temporal variations of heat islands in Zhengzhou, China, considering
the influence of urbanization and urban forestry. The drone imagery helped assess the
effectiveness of urban forest construction in mitigating the urban heat island effect.

B. Building Envelope Performance

UAVs empowered with infrared sensors have emerged as an essential tool for building
envelope inspections and building energy audits. One major application is using ther-
mographic cameras mounted on drones to detect heat leaks, air infiltration, exfiltration,
and insulation deficiencies in roofs and facades. UAVs can be easily deployed to survey
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every side of a building’s structure from optimal proximity compared to the ground-based
thermography providing more accurate insights into the thermal performance of building
envelopes [155]. A study by Rathinam et al. [156] presented a comprehensive exploration
of the utilization of UAVs for real-time structure detection and tracking, focusing on linear
structures, such as roads, highways, and canals, based on the visual feedback. The research
tackled two critical components of this challenge: vision-based structure detection and
controlling the UAV to follow the structure accurately. The insights provided by this paper
have broad applications in different domains. For instance, in infrastructure monitoring,
the paper highlights the potential for autonomous UAVs to inspect and monitor structures,
such as pipelines, roads, and power grids. This capability can enhance safety and reduce
the operational costs. The paper also emphasizes the significance of this technology in
disaster responses. Following events, such as earthquakes or natural disasters, where
infrastructures can be severely affected, autonomous UAVs can rapidly assess the damage
and provide real-time visual feedback, aiding in efficient recovery efforts. Additionally,
the ability to autonomously monitor the critical infrastructure can have implications for
homeland security, ensuring the integrity of key assets, such as bridges, roads, railways,
and power transmission corridors

Producing orthorectified thermal maps reveals the location and severity of envelope
flaws causing energy waste, which can be addressed through suitable retrofit strategies. A
study by Falorca and Lanzinha [157] explored the use of drones for facade inspections and
building envelope pathology diagnoses. Drone technology proved to be an effective and
promising alternative methodology for supporting the technical inspection and diagnosis of
building envelope pathologies. UAVs also enable low-cost frequent inspections to monitor
repairs or catch new leaks as they emerge post-occupancy or post-retrofit. Moreover,
UAVs can help facilitate rapid scanning to map cracking and spalling that undermine
structural integrity. The photogrammetry processing of visual imagery can construct 3D
point clouds capable of millimeter-scale crack detections [158]. Utilizing infrared sensors
also highlights areas of moisture intrusion within wall systems signaled by temperature
differentials [119]. A study by Alzarrad et al. [159] presented a promising approach to
automating sloped roof inspections using UAVs and deep learning. It highlighted the
significance of such technology in enhancing efficiency, reducing safety risks, and providing
accurate assessments of roof conditions. While acknowledging the limitation of a small
dataset, the paper suggested that, with more data, the model’s accuracy could be further
improved. Overall, this study contributed to the advancement of automated inspection
techniques, paving the way for more efficient and safer practices in the construction and
insurance industries.

Detailed UAV-based envelope inspections enable proactive maintenance to avoid
expensive repairs and enhance resilience to climate impacts. In addition, hyperspectral
data can detect moisture content and vegetation health in green roofs [160]. Photogram-
metry models produced from UAV data help quantify surface buckling, blistering, and
deformation over large areas. For a moisture intrusion diagnosis, combining thermal and
visible imagery allows a precise inspection. Thermal sensors lack a visual context, while
moisture below surfaces remains invisible in visible bands. However, fused thermal–visible
data confirm and localize the anomalous heat signatures related to water damage [161].
UAVs also enable safer roof inspections versus human-based auditing and inspections,
which provides a safer setting for building envelope inspections and, as a result, reduces
the time and cost spent on traditional manual envelope inspections.

C. Inspection and Monitoring of Urban Infrastructures

UAVs play a significant role in urban infrastructure assessments as they can rapidly
map infrastructure conditions at high resolutions to identify the risks and needs before
failures occur. For example, UAVs enable the detailed inspection of bridges, roads, rail-
ways, and waterways to detect corrosion, cracks, scour, or structural issues exacerbated
by escalating extreme weather [156,162]. Multi-angle imagery provides a comprehensive
documentation of asset states across otherwise challenging to inspect surfaces. UAVs simi-
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larly facilitate assessing power grid assets, such as above-ground transmission towers and
lines, for weathering and vegetation overgrowth under altered climate conditions [36]. In-
tegrating electromechanical sensors on drones enables electromagnetic field measurements
around components to detect developing faults. For pipeline rights of way, LiDAR and
hyperspectral UAV data help maintain vegetation clearing for asset access and safety, and
can thus provide further rapid damage assessments of utilities after severe climate events.

UAVs are useful for periodic inspections and their automated flight capabilities enable
the continuous monitoring of infrastructure conditions to identify issues as they emerge.
For example, UAVs equipped with thermal and visible cameras can autonomously con-
duct weekly flights over bridges to track the progression of fatigue cracks or corrosion
damage on concrete and steel elements [163]. This frequent imaging creates time-series
data to identify when deterioration exceeds the allowable thresholds, triggering needed
repairs. UAVs similarly facilitate the regular assessment of road surfaces, rail tracks, buried
pipelines, and canal levees to quantify incremental weathering, subsidence, or erosion [164].
Operators can implement more frequent inspections of assets identified as higher priority
or already in degraded states. Researchers have explored various approaches for UAV-
based traffic monitoring, as surveyed in “A Survey of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
for Traffic Surveillance” [165]. With their mobility and sensor integration, UAVs offer new
opportunities to continuously assess road conditions and traffic flows beyond what static
systems allow. The data timelines provided by repeat UAV flights can assist in modeling
climate impact accumulation rates and target retrofits to extend asset lifetimes. Continuous
monitoring also supports the evaluation of repair durability and new materials under
actual field conditions. By enabling a low-cost persistent oversight, UAVs are a pivotal tool
for adaptive infrastructure management amidst intensifying climate stresses.

D. Assessment of Climate Hazard Impacts and Emergency Response Coordination

In the domain of climate hazard assessments, UAVs are emerging as an invaluable
tool for rapidly assessing infrastructure damage and the environmental impacts following
climate-related disasters. Following floods, storms, wildfires, and other events, UAVs pro-
vide rapid aerial-based assessments when manual assessments are restricted due to safety
concerns [166,167]. Visible and multispectral UAV sensors supply detailed visual evidence
of the destruction critical for compiling robust post-disaster reports [168,169]. UAVs also
enable the scoping of disaster extents across neighborhoods and cities to allocate a response
capacity. Another application is coordinating emergency response logistics using UAVs
as communication relays and cargo transporters. UAVs can provide wireless connectivity
to areas with destroyed infrastructures and monitor personnel deployments [170]. Using
thermal and multispectral sensors, UAVs help locate victims during search-and-rescue
operations, especially in inaccessible urban areas [171]. For cargo delivery, UAVs assist in
transporting critical supplies, such as medical samples, water testing kits, radio equipment,
and batteries, when ground transport is hindered post-disaster [172].

Furthermore, UAVs can be utilized to assess flood events and their impacts on urban
areas. By collecting high-resolution images and mapping the extent of flooding, UAVs
provide valuable information for estimating direct tangible losses to residential properties
and assessing the overall impact of floods. These data can support emergency response
coordination, aid in resource allocation, and inform decision-making processes for future
flood mitigation and adaptation measures [173]. Another critical value of deploying UAVs
is providing real-time information on the behavior and impacts of natural hazards, such as
wildfires, landslides, and coastal erosion. These data are crucial for emergency response
coordination, enabling authorities to make informed decisions and perform actions in a
timely manner to protect communities and critical infrastructure [174]. UAVs also aid
impact attribution studies by providing baseline mapping to compare with post-disaster
conditions. As the climate risks increase, UAVs are becoming integral to assessing hazards,
coordinating responses, and building climate resilience.
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3.3. Data Collection and Processing Platforms

As outlined above, UAVs provide ample opportunities for a more accurate and rapid
monitoring and assessment of numerous climate change challenges in the built environment.
The existing literature reveals various frameworks to structure UAV operations and data
collection workflows. Khan et al. [175] proposed a comprehensive multi-stage model
for UAV-based sensing encompassing: (i) defining the operational scope and objectives,
(ii) flight planning and route design, (iii) UAV deployment for planned data acquisition,
(iv) sensor data gathering, (v) the processing and analysis of the collected data, and (vi)
interpretation and communication of analysis results. Similar staged methodologies aim
to provide end-to-end guidance for executing UAV remote sensing missions from initial
planning through data extraction and interpretation methods. A systematic workflow is
critical for effectively leveraging UAV capabilities across diverse monitoring and inspection
applications. This multistep framework can be aggregated into three primary stages:
(1) mission planning, (2) data acquisition, and (3) data output or processing. Figure 11
illustrates the key parameters associated with each stage and the average time spent.
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The mission planning step involves flight planning based on the sensing objectives.
Key mission parameters, such as altitude, speed, overlap, and routing, are determined to
ensure the desired area is covered at an appropriate resolution. This frames key mission
parameters, such as sensor payload, flight duration, altitudes, and required resolution.
Sensor payload selection is also critical to gather relevant information, whether RGB,
multispectral, thermal, or LiDAR systems. With the flight mapped out, the UAV is deployed
to autonomously follow the programmed path and trigger sensor recording [176]. After
mission scoping, the flight planning process includes the design of detailed flight plans
specifying automated flight routes, sensor triggering locations, altitudes, and speed. The
flight parameters ensure full coverage at the desired resolutions, orientations, and overlap
percentages between each captured image. Additionally, mission planning includes data
collection parameters, such as sensor calibrations and ground control point (GCP) design.
The mission planning time ranges from hours to weeks depending on the mission scale and
complexity, representing around 5% of the overall data acquisition process [176]. Thorough
planning is crucial for successful data acquisition.
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The data acquisition stage encompasses UAV deployment, in-field pre-flight checks,
data capture flights, recording sensor data, and calibration of GCPs. The UAV-certified pilot
operates UAVs according to the mission plan. Test flights validate the aircraft performance
before conducting the full flights. The UAV then autonomously navigates the planned
routes using GPS, while recording imagery, video, LiDAR, or other sensor data. The total
flight time depends on the sampling scale, from less than an hour for a small site to days for
large areas. Sensor and telemetry data are retrieved post-flight for cleaning and processing,
which is a process that can take up to 20% of the total process time.

In the data processing stage, the collected aerial data enter processing workflows to
generate analysis-ready outputs. As shown in Figure 11, the processing steps vary by data
type, but often involve photogrammetry, geospatial referencing, 3D modeling, topography
modeling, feature detection and classification, and/or index calculation. For example,
overlapping UAV images are stitched into orthomosaic maps and digital surface models
through structure-from-motion algorithms. LiDAR point clouds also undergo classification
and terrain modeling. Specialized software streamlines the processing; however, a skilled
analysis is required to ensure the data quality. The results are interpreted to derive action-
able insights based on the mission objectives and different application needs, as shown in
Figure 11.

The proliferation of UAV-based aerial mapping sparked the development of special-
ized photogrammetry software to process the captured imagery into 3D reconstructions,
point clouds, and orthomosaic maps. As UAV adoption expands across sectors ranging
from construction to conservation, selecting the appropriate data processing workflow is
pivotal to efficiently transforming raw sensor data into actionable ideas. A range of pho-
togrammetry solutions exists at present, ranging from user-friendly commercial packages
designed for simplified mapping workflows to open-source options offering advanced
customizations, as shown in Figure 12. Cloud computing has also created new web-based
processing capabilities. Determining the optimal solutions requires aligning processing
capabilities with program needs and resources. However, as sensors and airframes advance,
the continued evolution of computation power and algorithms will further unleash the
great potential of UAV-derived data across applications.
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Popular commercial platforms include Pix4D, DroneDeploy, PrecisionMapper, and
ArcGIS Drone2Map for general mapping needs [1]. These streamline workflows for com-
mon applications, such as agriculture, surveys, and inspections. Photogrammetry-focused,
open-source options, such as OpenDroneMap, provide more flexibility for advanced users.
Some sensor manufacturers also offer specialized processing suited to visual, thermal,
LiDAR, or spectral data, as illustrated in the review provided in Figure 12.

Cloud-based processing through web services offered by industry leaders, such as
Pix4D and DroneDeploy, allows rapid analysis without local computing resources [2,46].
However, cloud processing incurs ongoing subscription fees versus one-time software
purchases. For projects dealing with sensitive data, local processing may be preferred or re-
quired to ensure security and prevent external data storage [40]. However, this requires an
investment in high-performance workstations for intensive computation. Selecting optimal
processing platforms depends on weighing factors, such as usage costs, processing times,
data security needs, analysis requirements, and team experience level. For most inspection
and mapping applications, user-friendly commercial photogrammetry suites require mini-
mal training while providing speed, scalability, and robust outputs [24,177]. Open-source
tools better suit research needs for a customized analysis, such as environmental monitor-
ing applications and climate change research. Cloud platforms offer convenience, but may
lack security; however, weighing these tradeoffs is important to match processing solutions
to application goals.

4. UAVs and Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to computer systems designed to perform tasks and
exhibit behaviors typically requiring human intelligence. AI incorporates machine learning
and deep learning techniques to develop algorithms that can improve through experience
and data analysis rather than explicit programming. By mimicking abilities like reasoning,
perception, prediction, and decision making, AI enables the automation and augmentation
of complex cognitive tasks across diverse fields. From powering medical diagnoses to
optimizing supply chains, AI is transforming how many human-centric problems are
addressed. As AI research continues to advance, the technology is expected to become
even more deeply integrated into society, enhancing services, operations, and quality of life
in ways not otherwise possible. AI has already delivered innovations that make our living
conditions more pleasant, efficient, and safe by efficiently handling complicated challenges
beyond the scope of traditional computational approaches.

AI is advancing rapidly, with daily innovations integrating AI into diverse tasks and
systems. While previous AI applications focused on modest capabilities, such as image
classification or auto-piloting functions, the researchers at present aim to develop more
complex and general AI that matches or exceeds human-level proficiency. This involves
tackling more cognitively demanding skills, ranging from strategic games, such as chess
and AlphaGo, to solving abstract mathematical theorems. Through machine and deep
learning advances, AI systems are becoming increasingly sophisticated at perceiving their
environments, reasoning about optimal actions, and generalizing knowledge across do-
mains. While current AI still falls short of human flexibility and contextual understanding,
the field continues to perform breakthroughs in natural language processing, computer
vision, robotics, and other facets required for more broadly intelligent systems. As the
research progresses, AI is expected to produce transformative technologies that comple-
ment and enhance human capabilities in revolutionary ways across education, business,
transportation, healthcare, and many aspects of daily life.

UAVs are increasingly improved with AI capabilities that mimic human-like cognition
to perform more sophisticated operations. AI enables drones to exhibit advanced abilities,
such as independent decision making, navigating unfamiliar environments, predicting
outcomes, and coordinating with humans or other drones [180]. Rather than just following
pre-programmed routines, AI algorithms allow drones to dynamically process sensor data,
identify patterns, and determine optimal actions based on a situation. This facilitates more
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flexible autonomous flights, complex data analysis, and coordination on previously infeasi-
ble missions without human oversights. As drone hardware improves in tandem with AI
advances, UAVs can take on evermore challenging tasks to assist people in applications
ranging from infrastructure monitoring to emergency response. The integration of AI is
transforming drones beyond basic flying machines into intelligent robotic systems capable
of performing advanced roles across many industries.

Machine learning, a prominent AI technology, was recently widely applied in UAVs to
improve their wireless communication, routing, collision avoidance, and navigation [181].
Moreover, AI is transforming UAV capabilities by enabling advanced aerial data analysis,
for example, deep learning algorithms can rapidly process the visual data captured by UAVs
to identify objects, detect changes, and model environments [182]. This allows extracting
meaningful information from UAV imagery at large scales. For instance, convolutional
neural networks classify land cover using UAV orthomosaics with high accuracy [183].
Machine learning also assists in 3D reconstructions from UAV data through improved
feature recognition and matching. AI enables UAVs to process large amounts of data
rapidly and accurately, making them more efficient and robust. It also enables UAVs to
optimize their resources, such as computing, caching, and communication, improving their
efficiency and performance [184].

4.1. AI and UAVs: Breakthroughs and Crossovers

The rapid evolution of AI and UAV technologies has led to a growing crossover
between the two fields. As AI techniques, such as deep learning and machine learning,
continue to progress, they are being integrated into UAV technology to expand the capa-
bilities of these systems significantly. AI enables drones to operate with more autonomy,
adaptability, and intelligence than ever before. In turn, UAVs serve as ideal testbeds for
applying and validating cutting-edge AI innovations, ranging from computer vision to
real-time object identification. This fusion is transforming UAVs from remotely controlled
devices into intelligent aerial robotic systems, and unlocking emergent applications that
were not previously feasible. Key areas where AI advances are intersecting with UAVs
include computer vision, autonomous navigation and flight control, human–drone teaming,
swarm coordination, mission planning, and air combat tactics.

Machine Vision: Powerful computer vision algorithms enable drones to perceive and
map their surroundings for navigation and data capture. Deep neural networks can be
trained on visual data to identify objects, interpret scenes, detect obstacles, and track targets.
This allows UAVs to autonomously navigate unfamiliar environments, avoid collisions, and
follow dynamic objects. AI-enabled computer vision also facilitates automated inspection,
surveillance, and mapping tasks by UAVs. A study by Flammini et al. [185] emphasized
the significant role that UAVs equipped with AI-driven systems played in improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of railway monitoring. The synergistic relationship between
UAVs and AI in this context was particularly relevant to climate change research, as it
enabled more comprehensive and cost-effective data collection and analyses. The deep
learning-empowered analysis of UAV imagery data facilitates rapidly mapping new de-
velopments, roads, and buildings critical for applications, such as disaster response and
urban planning. Automated feature extraction through AI promises to make mapping
infrastructure faster, cheaper, and more up to date.

Autonomous Flight Control: AI techniques, such as reinforcement learning, allow
drone flight controllers to improve stability, efficiency, and safety through experience.
Instead of pre-programmed control, drones can dynamically optimize flight paths and
handling in response to aerodynamic effects and environments. Reinforcement learn-
ing has been applied to teach complex aerial maneuvers, smooth trajectories, wind gust
compensation, and obstacle avoidance [186]. In a study [187], the researchers explored
the challenging task of enabling UAVs to autonomously follow forest trails, a problem
of considerable importance for various applications, including wilderness mapping and
search-and-rescue missions. The authors emphasized that UAVs, especially micro-aerial
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vehicles (MAVs), have become a viable option for navigating forested environments due
to recent technological advancements, making them a valuable tool for environmental
monitoring and climate change research. UAVs equipped with advanced AI equipment,
such as DNNs, can navigate complex forested environments, gather data on vegetation,
monitor changes in the terrain, and contribute valuable insights into the impact of climate
change on forests and ecosystems. The ability to autonomously follow trails facilitates
efficient data collection and enhances the role of UAVs in environmental research. More
broadly, AI pilots can coordinate complex maneuvers and contingencies without human
guidance. This is critical for long-duration or long-distance flights, where continuous
human operation is infeasible.

Human–Drone Teaming: To collaborate more seamlessly with human operators, AI
provides drones with natural language and gesture recognition, intention prediction, and
adjustable autonomy. This allows an intuitive human–drone communication, a delegation
of high-level goals rather than step-by-step directions, and fluid handoffs of control between
automated and manual modes [188]. AI facilitates a human–drone team coordination
similar to human teams.

Swarm Coordination: For drone swarms, AI enables a decentralized coordination
between units to achieve collective goals. Algorithms allow large-scale swarms to co-
operatively survey areas, navigate tightly in formation, dynamically self-organize, and
exhibit collective intelligence [189]. More advanced swarming AI leverages emergent
intelligence principles to complete the global objectives. Each drone follows the rules for
assessing its environment and self-organizing based on the distributed feedback. This
opens applications ranging from distributed sensing to impressive aerial displays.

Mission Planning: AI planning and reasoning algorithms empower drones to trans-
late high-level mission objectives into customized, optimized flight plans accounting for
the conditions [190]. Automated mission planning with contingencies reduces the operator
workload. During missions, drones can utilize AI algorithms to adjust the routes and
actions based on the sensor data.

Air Combat: In simulated dogfights, AI-controlled drones have defeated human
pilots using maneuvering and tactics learned through deep reinforcement learning [191].
While still nascent, AI can eventually revolutionize aerial combat by outthinking human
opponents. Drone dogfighting offers a proving ground for advanced air combat AI. As the
AI research accelerates, UAVs are poised to benefit immensely from embedded intelligence,
making them smarter, safer, and more useful across industrial, civil, and defense domains.

4.2. AI-Empowered UAVs: Supporting Adaptation and Mitigation Strategies

AI and machine learning techniques can enhance multiple aspects of UAV-based data
vital in climate change research, ranging from data acquisition to analytics. Advanced com-
puter vision enables UAVs to autonomously detect features, such as forest fire boundaries
or flood extents, improving the monitoring efficiency [192]. In addition, processing large
volumes of UAV images using deep learning supports land-cover classifications at regional
scales relevant to carbon and hydrologic cycle research. Numerous studies have found
that AI agents also show promise for optimizing UAV flight planning and coordination
when collecting climate data [193]. Onboard AI computing can guide autonomous target
tracking, sensor triggering, and dynamic obstacle avoidance to reduce the pilot workload
during long UAV climate research flights [187]. Numerous studies have examined how
UAVs can utilize artificial intelligence and automated control for navigation and collision
avoidance. Several recent publications focused on this concept [187,194,195], where deep
neural networks were employed as a machine learning technique to train drone systems
using the data from sensors and cameras. In a study by Gandhi et al. [187], the researchers
built a dataset of over 11,500 crash scenarios to develop a deep learning model that cate-
gorized collision risks and instructed drones on how to avoid them. As the datasets grow
through groups sharing drone data, deep learning is expected to progress rapidly, leading
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to drones with more advanced situational analysis, decision-making, and autonomous
flight capabilities.

AI creates additional opportunities to integrate UAVs into multivariate climate and
Earth system models, assimilating aerial data streams to strengthen model predictive
capabilities [196]. As climate impacts accelerate, deep neural networks fed with diverse
labeled UAV training data will become invaluable for managing and understanding the
climate threats. Investing in AI and UAV integration can significantly extend the value of
drones for addressing interconnected environmental challenges. UAVs provide an agile
means of gathering high-resolution aerial data to feed into AI-driven predictive models for
climate change analysis. For instance, machine learning can help construct robust models
forecasting the impacts based on recognizing patterns and correlations in the multivariate
time-series data captured by UAVs [197]. Moreover, UAV surveys tracking urban vegetation
health, temperatures, demographics, and land use over time can train models to forecast
heat illness vulnerability at neighborhood scales under warming projections [198].

The role of neural networks in leveraging UAV datasets also shows promising poten-
tial in predicting extreme weather and hazards exacerbated by climate shifts. To refine
the predictions, models can continually ingest updated UAV inputs on forest moisture,
storm energetics, coastal erosion, or other indicators [197]. Real-time UAV video feeds
before disasters, such as hurricanes or wildfires, can improve AI damage and loss models
to guide emergency responses [199]. Capturing diverse training data through UAV moni-
toring enables for more a accurate AI model encoding of complex climate–environment
relationships [200]. Deep learning algorithms can also help uncover localized variables
and relationships driving microclimate patterns that legacy models overlook from the UAV
data [201]. For cities developing adaptation plans, machine learning can help strategically
optimize new green space, cool surface, and green infrastructure investments to affordably
mitigate warming [202]. Moreover, AI enables a more automated and insightful analysis of
UAV-derived data to track climate shifts in forest ecosystems. Repeated UAV surveys allow
training AI agents to identify subtle spectral indicators of various climate hazards [81].
This AI-generated intelligence helps model climate impacts on urban biodiversity, the built
environment’s performance, and the infrastructures’ susceptibility. For reforestation initia-
tives, AI-assisted UAVs show promise for optimizing planting patterns and monitoring
restoration. Machine learning can help design heterogeneous native species mixes and
spacing for climate resilience based on the local soil, moisture, and topography data [203].
UAVs empower the frequent high-resolution tracking of regeneration rates to identify the
issues needing intervention. As climate risks accelerate, AI and UAVs are poised to provide
comprehensive, scalable solutions for mapping, modeling, restoring, and sustaining the
natural ecosystem and built environment.

5. Challenges and Future Directions

The rapid evolution of UAV systems has unlocked transformative possibilities across
industries, research domains, and public services. However, myriad technical, regulatory,
and ethical challenges remain that constrain the further advancement and integration of
UAVs. Regulatory and legal restrictions may constrain the areas and methods for UAV
operations. Technical limitations, such as flight duration, sensor resolution, and interference,
can affect the data quality. The ongoing improvements in areas, such as battery life, robust
autonomy, payload capacity, weather resilience, and human–drone interaction, are needed
to overcome the current limitations. Furthermore, safety, privacy, and appropriate use
cases require resolutions through legal frameworks and policies. Realizing the immense
potential of UAVs demands focused research and innovations to surmount the existing
barriers while aligning the technology growth with social values. This section provides an
overview of the critical challenges facing UAV integration and the promising directions for
the future progress that responsibly harness their capabilities toward addressing climate
change and its applications in the built environment.
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5.1. Technical Challenges

UAVs face multiple technical constraints that can limit their effectiveness for climate
studies in complex urban environments. Restricted flight endurance poses challenges for
the extended duration sampling of heat patterns, air quality, and other dynamics across
metro regions [36]. As discussed above, most commercial UAVs have less than 30 min
of flight time; though, advances in batteries and efficiency help extend this. Payload
restrictions also constrain the size, weight, and combinations of scientific sensors used to
characterize urban climate factors. While rotary-wing UAVs are highly agile and adaptable,
their flight endurance remains limited due to battery life constraints. A single battery
charge often does not provide sufficient power for long-distance missions. Factors, such as
hovering, maneuvering, payload weight, speed, and headwinds, can negatively impact the
battery’s life and range [204]. In practice, rotary drones may need to stop for recharging
multiple times before reaching faraway destinations.

A. Energy Use and Payload

Efforts have been made to improve drone energy efficiency and extend flight times.
Airframes composed of lightweight carbon fiber reduce power needs for lift [205]. Brushless
motors also offer superior power-to-weight ratios at present to minimize energy draw.
However, rotary drones cannot simply add more batteries to increase the endurance due to
strict weight limits. The research shows an optimal mass exists, above which any added
weight reduces the stability and flight times for rotorcrafts [206]. While incremental gains
in efficiency continue being made, the fundamental constraints on rotary drone endurance
remain difficult to overcome given the current battery technologies. Long-range missions
may require fixed-wing platforms, advanced hybrid designs, or foundational innovations
in energy storage.

The limited payload capacity of lightweight UAVs also poses challenges. Their inability
to carry heavier onboard equipment, such as cameras, multiple sensors, and scanning
devices, restricts functionality. UAVs often need to be equipped with heavy sensor systems,
including laser scanners, ultrasonic, RADAR, and LADAR. Additionally, cameras used on
drones can be costly, yet have a low resolution. For instance, most thermal cameras range
from 640x480 pixels in resolution and USD 2000–5000 in price. Thermal aerial imaging
also faces factors impairing its quality, including the emitted/reflected radiation, distance,
and atmospheric moisture. The compact size of UAVs constrains their ability to support
multiple payloads, such as high-resolution cameras, scanning sensors, and other heavy
gear. This limits the sensing and imaging capabilities, while onboard cameras remain
expensive but have a low resolution. Thermal imaging also contends with environmental
factors impacting the image quality. Enhancing the UAV payload capacity, sensors, and
imaging continue to pose technology and cost challenges.

B. Automation and Data

While UAVs offer tremendous potential for autonomous data capture and analysis,
limited onboard computational resources pose challenges. The restrictive size, weight,
power, and cost budgets of UAV platforms constrain the processing capabilities that can
be conducted on board. This impacts the feasibility of performing intensive computa-
tions, such as high-definition video encoding, 3D modeling, AI inferencing, and other
algorithms, requiring substantial computing performances in real-time during a flight.
Since UAVs must react rapidly to a dynamic environment, optimal path planning algo-
rithms are often not viable because they require heavy processing unsuitable for real-time
operations. While advances are being made with onboard GPUs to expand in-flight com-
putations [207], developing efficient drone path planning and control methods that work
within tight processing constraints remains a significant challenge. As drones take on
more sophisticated roles, their limited onboard computational resources require careful
management through strategic workload balancing and system optimizations. Limited
autonomy and artificial intelligence capabilities pose another barrier, requiring intensive
human piloting and analytic efforts. Advanced computer vision and AI would enable a
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more intelligent target identification, adaptive sampling, and decision making by UAVs
over cities. Weather-resilience shortcomings, such as wind tolerance, restrict reliable and
regular UAV data capture for the climate trend analysis [208]. Ongoing improvements
to automated stability and envelope protection will help operations persist in diverse
conditions. Finally, the uncertainty surrounding UAV impacts on privacy and noise may
limit the urban deployment potential.

C. Weather, Communication, and Path Planning

The recent research explores solutions to improve UAV path planning and navigation
in harsh weather conditions. Wind, rain, fog, and other extreme weather conditions can
impair drone sensors, reduce visibility, and decrease endurance [209,210]. To address
these challenges, some studies propose risk assessment and path planning algorithms
that avoid severe weather regions [211]. Other works apply numerical analyses using
the Euler method to predict drone trajectories under wind loads [212]. Tilting drones
based on the wind direction can minimize camera deviations when tracking ground ob-
jects. Since fog severely limits visibility, it also poses problems for camera-based obstacle
avoidance [213]. Overall, the advances in drone design and path planning algorithms show
promise for enabling successful navigations, despite precipitation, wind, fog, and other
adverse weather.

Collision avoidance in constantly changing environments has also posed challenges for
UAVs’ path planning [214]. Since complete environment information is unavailable before
drone takeoff, unknown stationary or moving obstacles may hinder planned flight paths.
One research area involves developing sensors, such as LiDAR and ultrasonic, to detect ob-
stacles during flight [215]. Other research focuses on real-time obstacle avoidance by incor-
porating sensor data. For instance, [216] proposed using a Gaussian process occupancy map
to predict the collision probabilities along a path using collected sensor data. The algorithm
then selected the potential waypoints for the path generation. More recently, learning-based
algorithms were suggested for navigation in dynamic environments [217,218]. By learning
from past drone actions, these techniques can generate paths without prior knowledge of
the surrounding environment. Coordinating multiple drones without inter-drone collisions
in unknown environments also emerged as a challenge. Lastly, integrating UAVs with AI
and IoT technologies presents both opportunities and challenges. While AI can enhance
the capabilities of UAVs in data processing and analysis, it also introduces challenges
related to data privacy, security, and real-time decision making. Integrating UAVs with IoT
systems requires robust communication networks and protocols to ensure seamless data
transmission and integration [219]. Overcoming these technical challenges is essential for
maximizing the potential of UAVs in climate change research in cities.

5.2. Regulations and Security

Despite the rapid growth of UAVs, there is an urgent need for regulatory bodies
to develop standardized regulations for operating drones across different countries. A
major obstacle to broader UAV adoption is the ambiguity or lack of clear standards and
regulations around permitted airspace, size, height limits, privacy considerations, cost,
safety requirements, and operating characteristics. In addition, there is a lack of consistency
in government rules for UAV deployment. UAVs can impact commercial airplane naviga-
tion; therefore, countries should implement proper regulations and procedures for drone
operations. For example, in the US, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued
certificates and air traffic rules for UAV operations [220]. The regulatory and policy frame-
works surrounding UAV operations in urban areas pose technical challenges. The lack of
complete and operational regulatory frameworks and traffic management infrastructure
hinders the widespread use of UAVs in an urban airspace [219].

Addressing these challenges requires the development of comprehensive regulations
and standards that ensure the safe and efficient operation of UAVs in urban environments.
Additionally, policy frameworks need to be designed to support the integration of UAVs
into the climate change research and mitigation strategies in cities. AI algorithms for
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regulatory compliance can provide a viable approach to support risk mitigation, improved
confidential data security, and rapid adaptation to new regulations. With AI-enabled sys-
tems, UAVs can achieve authorization for domestic use across various countries by ensuring
they meet the specific operational rules of each geographic location. By incorporating AI for
standardized compliance, drones can be rapidly deployed in many nations while satisfying
each region’s regulations for risk, data privacy, and flight requirements. AI can potentially
allow UAVs to comply with disparate regulations across borders efficiently. Ensuring the
security of sensitive UAV data, such as position and location, presents a critical challenge.
Since UAVs lack encryption, there is a risk of hijacking. Hacking and cyber liability are
key concerns for UAV use. In military operations, UAVs face the potential threats of data
leakage. Hackers can gain complete UAV control to steal data or invade privacy and illegal
activities, such as smuggling. The lack of encryption leaves drones vulnerable to hijacking,
hacking, and data theft. This poses significant security risks, especially for military UAVs
where sensitive information can be leaked. Protecting position, navigation, and other
critical data are urgent priorities to prevent hackers from commandeering UAVs for illegal
purposes, such as privacy invasion and smuggling.

Another concern regarding using UAVs, especially in cities, is privacy. UAV cameras
and equipment that can take photographs or record videos raise significant privacy and
security concerns, potentially violating individual rights [221]. In the USA, the Center for
Democracy and Technology (CDT) advised the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
develop regulations explicitly preserving privacy. Privacy by Design (PbD) was introduced
to address this challenge, supporting remedies for privacy breaches [222]. PbD regulations
notably restrict intrusive UAV monitoring. Additionally, consistent UAV flights over
companies can damage their market value by exposing their trade secrets and strategic
plans. Drones equipped with cameras and sensors pose risks of infringing on privacy rights
and commercial secrets through persistent surveillance.

5.3. The Future of UAVs

While AI approaches, such as machine learning and neural networks, have been
implemented in UAVs, deep learning and reinforcement learning solutions have yet to be
fully adopted [223,224]. This is mainly due to power and processing limitations on drones.
Researchers should develop novel deep learning strategies tailored to UAVs, especially
for search-and-rescue (SAR) missions. Such schemes can provide context-aware decisions
and trajectory-based learning. The compact size of UAV platforms restricts the use of more
advanced AI, such as deep learning and reinforcement learning solutions. Developing
deep learning solutions that work within the power and processing constraints of drones
remains an open challenge. This represents an opportunity for AI research to unlock
autonomous decision-making and learning capabilities for UAVs used in search-and-rescue
and other applications.

A. Power Supply and Flight Duration

To enable extended UAV missions, researchers should investigate novel strategies for
energy harvesting and advanced battery materials. Developing new lightweight, high-
efficiency batteries can support increased flight times. Further studies need to address
efficient power control and energy consumption mechanisms for drones. There is a need to
explore new ways of harvesting energy and improving battery technology to overcome the
limitations of UAV flight endurance. Lightweight, high-density battery chemistries and
intelligent power management can help optimize energy usage during flights. Advancing
UAV capabilities require prioritizing the research into onboard power systems and energy
consumption. Moreover, further research into optimizing aerodynamic designs, lightweight
structures, and energy-efficient components can improve the power consumption and range
in UAVs. Investigating the mechanisms for in-flight charging or swappable power packs
also offers flexibility to extend UAVs’ flight duration. As researchers make progress in
harvesting energy, storing power, and managing consumption efficiently, UAVs will be
able to take on more ambitious applications in science, commerce, and remote sensing.
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B. Data and Sensor Capabilities

To support efficient anomaly detection, urban mapping, and other environmental
applications, researchers should focus on implementing new sensing devices, specialized
cameras, multi-criteria decision algorithms, multispectral imagery, edge/fog computing
coexistence [225], and remote sensing and positioning mechanisms for UAVs. Advancing
drone-based deforestation mapping, for instance, requires integrating emerging technolo-
gies, such as multi-sensor systems, hyper/multispectral cameras, distributed computing
architectures, and high-precision geospatial tracking. These capabilities can enable the
advanced detection of various tree species, biodiversity richness, and urban ecosystem
characteristics by aerial UAV platforms. Another promising area for UAV applications
in climate change research is data filtering. This technique can be implemented in UAVs
to prevent redundant data, limit duplicates, block illegal access, and filter false locations.
UAVs can be integrated with emerging intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) to enhance the
positioning, localization, and sensing (PLS) performances of IRS-assisted UAV systems
in diverse scenarios while maintaining computational complexity and overall system ca-
pabilities [226]. Embedding data filtering in UAVs can help avoid redundant data and
false location information. Integrating UAVs with intelligent reflecting surfaces can also
boost navigation and sensing abilities in complex urban environments without increasing
system complexity.

C. Safety and Privacy

Further research should explore the use of UAVs in resilient public safety networks.
The key areas to address include public safety communications, disaster response in cities
for public health, and blockchain integration in UAVs to improve health monitoring [227].
UAVs have great potential to support public safety initiatives and disaster management,
especially in urban areas. The future work should focus on enabling UAV-based commu-
nications, healthcare delivery, and supply chain tracking for public health emergencies
through technologies, such as blockchain. This can enhance the resilience and respon-
siveness of safety networks using autonomous drone platforms. Implementing security
algorithms, such as blockchain, for UAV swarms requires increased computing power
and storage on drones, which can reduce the flight time and create latency. However, the
resource-constrained nature of UAVs must be considered. Further research is needed to
develop secure blockchain implementations tailored to drones without negatively impact-
ing their limited payloads, processing capabilities, and flight endurance times. Security
enhancements, such as blockchain, can improve UAV swarm resilience but must balance
the processing demands and power consumption [228]. Optimized blockchain architectures
can provide security with lower overhead equipment. Advancing UAV swarm security
will necessitate co-designing optimized security protocols and hardware to maintain the
capabilities within strict weight, processing, and power limits.

With the further advancement of UAVs in areas, such as standardized regulations,
privacy protections, image-processing algorithms, low-cost sensors, extended flight times,
and larger payload capacities, there will be more opportunities to integrate drone technol-
ogy into diverse applications, such as field crop phenotyping. However, image-processing
techniques for UAVs still face critical challenges, including varying image orientations,
higher overlaps, variable scales, and changing altitudes. Overcoming these issues should
be a priority for future UAV research to leverage their potential across different domains
fully. As drones become more capable and compliant, researchers will need to develop ro-
bust image-processing capabilities that can handle the demands of real-world agricultural,
commercial, and scientific applications. Tackling variables, such as image overlaps, scales,
and orientations, will be vital to unlocking the full value of UAVs with enhanced flight
endurance times, sensors, and payloads.
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6. Conclusions

The rapid growth of UAVs in various research domains, including climate change, has
led to increasing numbers of patents and scientific publications related to drone technology.
This expanding R&D is driven by innovations enabling greater mobility, autonomy, and
range for UAV platforms. The demand for enhanced capabilities has resulted in new
designs for battery swapping systems, docking stations, and precision landing. These
advancements have opened up drone applications in areas, such as fire detection, disaster
monitoring, precision agriculture, wireless communication, remote sensing, built envi-
ronment assessment, power-line inspection, and traffic control. As the research expands
and UAV technologies progress, drones are being adopted across more industries and
public services that can benefit from their unique high mobility and autonomy attributes.
The pace of innovation through patents, publications, and R&D continues to accelerate,
creating drones with improved performances to take on critical civilian, commercial, and
governmental roles.

This paper highlighted the considerable potential of UAVs to advance climate change
research and monitoring in the built environment. Due to their mobility, flexibility, and low
cost, drones equipped with thermal sensors, multispectral cameras, and other instruments
can perform the high-resolution mapping of cities. In the future, ubiquitous and persistent
drone monitoring can revolutionize how cities track and model the local climate. Enabled
by improved batteries, drones may patrol above cities, streaming real-time thermal and
emissions data to inform early warning systems, infrastructure upgrades, and policy adjust-
ments. As the regulations evolve, autonomous drones can map constantly shifting heat and
pollutant hotspots to protect vulnerable residents. With regular UAV-based 3D modeling,
cities can visualize local warming and resilience efforts in microscale detail. On-demand
drone data will likely transform urban climate adaptation through hyperlocal actions.

UAVs offer tremendous potential to support cities worldwide in crafting targeted,
sustainable strategies for urban climate resilience. With regular drone mapping, cities
can track indicators and vulnerabilities in granular detail to assess the climate risks for
each neighborhood. UAVs equipped with multispectral sensors can identify where urban
greenery interventions would most effectively cool down vulnerable communities. Drones
also enable the rapid assessment of infrastructure integrity and renewable energy potential
across rooftops to guide upgrades and decentralized energy growth. For disaster responses,
UAVs allow real-time damage mapping so repairs can rapidly restore crucial services.

Furthermore, persistent UAV monitoring provides an early warning for emerging
threats, ranging from rising temperatures in heat islands to pollutants from infrastruc-
ture failures. Drone sensor data streamed continuously can trigger alerts and protective
measures. UAVs also support smarter urban designs, with drone-enabled 3D modeling
and simulations of ventilation corridors, albedo changes, and green infrastructure to op-
timize warming resilience. When recovering from climate disasters, UAVs have proven
their worth for search/rescue, needs assessment, and guiding rebuilt infrastructures to be
low carbon and hazard resistant. However, challenges remain in data processing, flight
endurance, citizen concerns over privacy, and airspace management. To fully leverage
UAVs, cities must address data security, regulations, citizen privacy, and air traffic man-
agement concerns. The regulations need to balance innovation, safety, and public interests.
Moreover, researchers should develop robust data fusion and modeling techniques to
synthesize large drone-based datasets for cities. Energy and battery limitations currently
constrain continuous operations. Regulators need to balance safety, privacy, and innovation
in rulemaking. Nonetheless, the outlook is bright for UAVs to provide unprecedented
spatiotemporal details on urban climate change, providing cities worldwide with new
ideas to create targeted, neighborhood-level strategies for mitigation and adaptation.

As UAV and AI technologies continue advancing, drones are poised to become integral
to cities’ arsenal against climate change. Swarms of interconnected drones enabled with AI
can eventually conduct the autonomous, real-time mapping of hyperlocal emissions, urban
heat patterns, infrastructure stresses, and extreme weather impacts. Advanced computer
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vision algorithms can rapidly translate drone-captured visual, thermal, and hyperspectral
data into actionable insights and alerts for city leaders. UAVs have great potential when
augmented with AI for intelligent navigation, swarm coordination, and data modeling. AI-
assisted UAVs can revolutionize urban planning and climate adaptation decision making.
Thus, UAVs are set to provide urban leaders worldwide with an unprecedented window
into local climate risks, mitigation options, and vulnerabilities to create targeted resilience
strategies that improve sustainability and provide climate justice.

In the future, cities may deploy multi-drone fleets with AI oversights that operate
continuously to provide persistent environmental intelligence. Community concerns and
air traffic risks must be addressed; however, cities worldwide stand to benefit immensely
from the 24/7 bird’s eye view of local climate threats only achieved through tireless, AI-
enhanced UAVs. With a strategic adoption, drones and AI can enable cities to enact precisely
tailored interventions while continuously evaluating their effectiveness, creating an agile,
responsive climate adaptation loop. UAVs are thus set to shape the next generation of
urban climate resilience worldwide. In conclusion, this paper underscored how the fusion
of UAVs and AI can provide unprecedented insights to help cities worldwide confront
the growing threat of climate change. Through continued innovation, standardization,
and responsible use, UAVs are poised to transform how cities understand and adapt to
accelerating local climate impacts in the coming decades.
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